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Because of the wind - watercolour 54cm x 42cm - Fabriano medium 300
Young children can be relied upon to surprise you when you least expect it. Fortunately
I had my camera ready this time and was able capture his spontaneous solution to the
wind problem. This painting is of my grandson.

“My favourite way to spend a few hours is to paint or sculpt. As someone once
said You're a long time dead- in the meantime I like to live by making something
that just may outlive me”. Gerhard Ritter FRSASA

Editor: Bob Landt, Vice President
PO Box 268 Maitland, SA.5573
Email: boblandts@internode.on.net Home: (08) 88322463 or 0409 822877
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT.
I was pleased (and a little apprehensive) to accept the position of President of the
RSASA at the AGM on the 24th October 2010.
I have been a member since 1975 and first joined the Council as a student
representative and continued to be an active member in the operations of the
Society on various committees in the following years.
I became a Fellow in 1990. In 2008 I opted to “drop out” of the running of the
Society and concentrate on producing a body of work for a solo exhibition.
Currently my chosen medium is textiles which is labour intensive and time
consuming. My exhibition “Stepping out” was held at the Prospect Gallery in May
this year.
James Raggatt has been a dedicated and tireless worker for the Society during his
three years as President and I was saddened on hearing that he planned to retire
as his declining health was becoming an issue. James is like a Jack Russell,
focussed on target and not letting go against all odds thrown at him. The RSASA
is an important part of Australia’s art and community history but also an important
part of the future for the arts and the community; we must not and will not be
swept aside in today’s consumer and profit driven world.
Gerhard Ritter has been an able Director for the past three years, making sure that time lines have been met, innovative publicity produced as needed and record keeping maintained. He will be missed and we wish him well in his new
position with Arts North.
The attendance at the AGM was low – as is usual for almost all AGMs – meaning the core business of the Society was
processed by the dedicated few. The steady stream of people arriving for the 2.00pm opening of the Spring Exhibition
(including many members!) made it impossible to complete the AGM agenda thus making added work for the incoming
Council and Committees. Perhaps different timing for the AGM is needed.
No volunteer for the position of Director leaves a large gap in the day to day running of the Society, this will, of course,
be picked up in the short term by Council members and your President, but the situation is not ideal. The position is
mainly administrative and does require part time attendance at the RSASA thus precluding those who are in paid full
time employment. Please consider yourself, or suggest a person you think would be suitable for the position. I am happy to talk through the work load with any interested person.
Lastly I look forward to working with you to increase the high standard of work and influence of the RSASA in the
community.
Vikki Waller, President. November 2010

ARE YOU READY FOR THE ADELAIDE CUP

and the FRINGE SPRING EXHIBITION 2011.
Contact FERNETTA Bartlett at 83317343 for details.
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YOUR NEW ELECTED BOARD…
AGM 24 Oct 2010
President: Vikki Waller
Director – no nominations received
Vice Presidents
David Braun
Bev Bills
Bob Landt
Barbara McGuire
Treasurer: Coralie Armstrong
Fellows
Betty Anderson
Gary Lee Gaston
James Raggatt
Beryl Stutchbury
Lidiia Vykliuk
Rosemari Willis Anderson
Associate Member: Pip Fletcher
Practicing Member: Deirdre Boyd
Student Member: Heath Carter
Friend: Fernetta Bartlett
Selection Committee:
Mardi Martin
Makrum Iskandar
Beryl Stutchbury
Betty Anderson
Penny Dowie
Margaret Tuckey
Lidiia Vykliuk

Associate: Pat Blucher
Craft Selection: Fellows Vikki Waller, Beryl Stutchbury
Publicity CommitteeJane Bailey
Pat Blucher
Exhibition Committee –
Pip Fletcher
Barbara McGuire
Stephanie Schrapel
Lidia Groblicka
Pat Blucher
Mardi Martin
Fernetta Bartlett
Betty Anderson
Membership
Beryl Stutchbury
Rosemari Willis Anderson
Doug Moran Committee—Vikki Waller (Liaison)
Auditor

THE FASTER YOU RUN THE LESS CHANCE THERE
IS OF GETTING WHERE YOU WANT TO BE.

Congratulations to…
Gerhard Ritter was announced this year's winner of the
Hahndorf Streetscape Competition Oct 2nd to 10th: with a
painting of “Neil Edwards”. Alan Ramachandran was
awarded third.

Neil Edwards by Gerhard Ritter

Betty Anderson won one of the sections of the St Peter's
Cathedral Competition as did Mike Barr.
Coralie Armstrong picked up two Highly commended at
Walkerville and Gerhard Ritter gained People's Choice
to go with the Best Watercolour.
Alan Louis Ramachandran won Best watercolour at
Glenelg with a painting titled “Sydney Manly” he also won
first prize at the Port Community Arts Centre with a
painting titled In “The Shade - Goolwa”.

HAHNDORF STREET SCAPE PRIZE and ROBIN EADON ART PRIZE
Are part of the celebrations at Hahndorf for Sir Hans Heysen’s Birthday.
This celebrated South Australian artist originally came from Germany as a child with
his parents and siblings. He married and moved from Hurtle Square in the city to
Hahndorf in the Adelaide Hills. Here he worked to protect the hills gums and
Environment counting many famous people as friends. Robin Eadon was a person
who also took a great interest in the hills and gardens of South Australia. She painted during Heysen week every year until she and her partner were killed in a car accident. The legacy of both artist is the support to young and mature artists, through
their examples, their art and the image of who we can be.
Keep your time free next year to go painting in the streets of Hahndorf, during the
celebrations. Encourage children to paint; talk art to both the public and other
artists. Put a painting in for the Heysen Prize Exhibition at the Hahndorf Academy in
2011. Show your art, then paint and enjoy the atmosphere, you will enjoy it.
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White Glove Event
This interesting event on Friday afternoon, October 22nd
2010, occurred at the Art Gallery of South Australia and
enabled those present to view South Australian artists'
works on paper that are now held in the Art Gallery's
collection and not normally on public display.
The artists concerned studied or taught in what is
currently called the South Australian School of Art during
the 1860s to 1960s. Many were also members of the
(Royal) South Australian Society of Arts.
The event was hosted by Dr. Jenny Aland PSM and
Dr. Pamela Zeplin, with Maria Zagala, Associate Curator,
Prints, Drawings and Photographs, Art Gallery of South
Australia.
An informative catalogue with additional information on
selected artists was given to each person present.
Dr. Aland spoke briefly about the displayed artwork and
artist as Maria held up each item in turn. The manner in
which the artwork was displayed also allowed those
present to walk freely around the tables and look carefully
at each item. This was a great privilege; to closely inspect
an original piece of art is a different experience to looking
at commercial reproductions.
Moreover art displayed in many large exhibitions, tends to
show 'the public face' of the artist and be of a size,
medium and finish that will catch the eyes of the public
and hopefully, a purchaser. The artwork in a White Glove
Event was on a smaller scale and a wide range of media,
which included drawings, etchings, lithographs, waterColours and pastels. The small scale and variety of media
provided a somewhat more intimate glimpse into the
persona of the artist. Some of the pieces, such as the
Ivor Hele's confident quick sketch of a young man sitting
at a desk, and Jeffrey Smart's pastel portrait of the face of
a youth with very eloquent eyes, were of the type of art
that many artists tend to keep in their personal portfolios.
Harry Pelling Gill's watercolour, rendering of aborigines in
a tent, and his treatment of a coastal scene south of Adelaide, revealed a sensitivity of approach to his subject.
(I personally felt surprised, considering his somewhat
stern reputation as an advocate of the South Kensington
School's method of teaching art).
By 1920 through to the 1930s, etching became a popular
method of printmaking. A close-up inspection of the
variations of line work in Ethel Barringer's small, hand
coloured etching of Adelaide buildings as viewed over the
river, showed her amazing skill with the etching needle.
This Art Gallery experience was not only enjoyable, but
also extremely valuable from an historical perspective.
We learnt by listening to informative speakers and looking
closely at original work by artists who have now gone
before us. It enables a better understand the traditions of
our art in South Australia; how it has changed; where we
are now, and even, perhaps, anticipate some interesting
future pathways.
I hope the White Glove Event can be repeated.
Submitted by Avis Smith
Thank you Avis I had wondered about this event and now like many who
have now read your article, wish we had attended. Thankyou for your
article.
ed.

DON’T FORGET TO PAY YOUR SUBS

Sydney Ure Smith and Lionel Lindsay were good friends
of Hans Heysen. They were known both to have
encouraged him to try etching as a medium. They often
sat together to sketch the old barns and buildings near
Hahndorf. When comparing etchings from the same
places you can see how close the images were to each
others; though by totally different artists with quite
varied views on art. The blacksmith shop by Ure Smith
above can also be seen with slight variations by Heysen
and Lindsay. (Etching THE BLACKSMITH SHOP Proof c 1920?)

Sydney George Ure Smith
Stoke Newington, England 1887 - 1949 Sydney
Sydney Ure Smith an artist, publisher and tireless
promoter of Australian art.
He was a key figure in the re-establishment of the
etching revival in Sydney. He also was a working etcher
with a list of publications on printing as well as the owner of the magazine, “Art in Australia”.
His interest began with his first etching at the age of
nineteen then assisted in his efforts by fellow artists
Eirene Mort and good friend Lionel Lindsay. He bought
Livingston Hopkins' etching press to edition his work and
eventually produced over 100 prints.
Ure Smith was an active member of the Australian Painter-Etchers' Society, exhibiting fifty one etchings in their
inaugural exhibition of 1921. Ure Smith took the opportunity to publish a special edition of Art in Australia to
accompany the show.
In 1925 he edited and published another special
'Etching edition' of the magazine, with an ambitious
attempt to record a complete list of etchings published
in Australia, with their date of issue and number of
impressions.
Sydney Ure Smith had a keen interest in architecture.
Particularly that of 'old Sydney' areas like the Rocks, with
the old colonial buildings and haphazard streets from
the 1800s. Of these older areas many were under
threat of demolition as the city developed. This prompted Ure Smith, with others, including Julian Ashton and
Lionel Lindsay to record the older parts of the city with
their colourful street life. In part for preserving the nostalgia but also to advocate for the preservation of not
only buildings but entire communities.
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1 Family involvement.

HALLOWEEN

4 Apple bobbing.

NOT JUST FOR GHOST AND WITCHES
As some may realise your editor and his wife Jen have
been on an art trip to Victoria. I was invited to have an
exhibition at COAL CREEK, Korumburra.
A replica township set up to depict the mining and
farming history of the area. We were lucky enough to
stay with old friends and were invited to participate in
the many events at the park.
It is always a great experience to be involved in a
towns activities though I must say all the activities did
make me sleep well of a night.
My first task was to set up 32 of my works in the Coal
Creek Gallery. Happy with the results I thought I’d be
allowed plenty of time to sit and paint. Not to be I was
told there are 38 windows in the train carriages to be
covered with illustrations for Halloween. I had to say
that I don't even believe in it.
We’re Australian not…………….38 sketches later from
talking trees to walking banksias, laminated and ready
to show. Guess it was fun? Then I was told that we
had Scarecrows to complete. We’d already been entered. My entry was to be called Spirit and Jen’s a
hangman. So off we went to the Op shops for a few
bits and pieces. Hours later they were done. Just in
time to get the entries in. Now for a lay down and
three hours later it was tea time. That night we were
told that we’d be in costume for Halloween and I’d be
a well known wizard, Jen a attractive witch to accompany me. I must admit I did that male thing and tried
to fight the idea but I was quickly over ruled and told
5 Himself as a wizard.
to behave. The Ghost walk through Coal Creek was on
that night. Cold and misty it was and a lot of fun.
2 All dressed up.
Hearing about the many sightings though the park, Creepy! When the photographs
were developed. Guess what? We had orbs, many orbs. The spirits had come to check
us out. Or was it just a dirty lens? I now know the cold spots in the park were possibly
THEM! I the thought that we’d take it a bit easy so I went to a seniors meeting put on
by the PROM Council. We had a 50s/60s singer who looked pretty good to a baby
boomer. My thinking was that even though I knew the songs I didn’t feel that old. I
found out the truth puffing while walking up and down the hills of Korumburra. Would
you believe; didn’t even notice them after three weeks. ?????? I tell fibs to.
Now Halloween came along. Start 6.30pm but we had to be there by 3.30 Dressed up.
many started to make me uncomfortable by calling me names. (Wiz, Dumble Dorf,
etc.). Jen and I soon walked down into the park to our position. Yes we had a position.
We had coffee as the masses started to enter. They kept coming. Families, young uns,
middle aged, oldies, witches, ghouls, fairies, robots, mummies and me the only wizard.
Thousands of people trick or treating, getting together for a family outing in the park.
What an experience. 6.30 soon became 9.30. The small train rides finished, the park
was closing. The kids had a bedtime. Jen and I had been involved. Our photo’s had
been taken with children,
teenagers an adults. Some thing
to take home. I was changed. I
could see a reason for Hallow3 Witch in the doorway General Store.
een in the park as a very Australian family event. I could see
it bought many different people together and for that reason I
now believe in this old tradition. I can now see the art of Halloween..

NOT EVERY ONE CAN SEE WHAT’S NOT THERE
Nor can they see what is.

6 Orb during the ghost walk.
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INTO THE LIGHT

A fine watercolour nude by Reg Hicks
in the collection of the RSASA.
Did any one know of Reg Hicks or his
work. Why not write a piece for Kalori
about him or an artist you know or
have known.
Let us hear of your experiences; hear
about your art; new ideas and your
thoughts. Kalori is your magazine and
it’s a good idea to support it.
The written word becomes our story.
A story of our time for the future.

On the 24th Sept 2010 Donald Richardson
opened an exhibition of collectable works for
Heysen Week at the Hahndorf Academy. The
paintings, prints and drawings came from two
private collections and were very interesting both
for viewing and purchase. Created on short notice
by Bob Landt and Doug Kane Art Dealer of
Victoria, the works were very much priced to sell.
Famous and well known South Australian names
were included; Sir Hans Heysen, Gwen Barringer,
Herbert Barringer, Walter Wotzke, Ingrid Erns,
Cornelius Toet, Barbara Bartel, Doug Maxted,
David Dridan.
Interstate Artists were interstate Clifton Pugh,
John Alcott, Mendreis Arnold, Bill Coleman,
Richard Crighton, William Frater, Anne
Graham Frank Hokinson and so many
others. 80 Works shown.
Many sold quickly to those looking for
popular collectable artist.
During Heysen Week there is a high
interest in the working artists in the
street and work on display. It is a great
venue to promote our artists and
Society. Sales are the reward for being
involved.
We as a Society have been invited to
take an active part in the HEYSEN
WEEK Event next year. Our involvement
in this years Streetscape has been very
much appreciated and good for the
members with a number of prizes being
won by members.
Allan Campbell curator of “The Cedars”
indicated that he was highly impressed
by the members works painted in the
street and is looking forward to next
year..
Its interesting to see that good art work sells. The
exhibition Into The Light has been able to
contribute strongly to the Hahndorf Academy
through commission. We now wait for a possible
next exhibition in the future.
ed

Our Four New Fellows: 2010
Bill Truslove,
Lidiia Vykliuk,
Betty Anderson,
Barbara McGuire
Welcome to a wonderful level of the RSASA. It means a
that all that hard work you have put into your art has
been accepted by your peers as being of a very high
standard. Well done!

Good news: Roger Hjorleifson had a sculpture

selected for the Wildlife Art Society of Australasia's
(WASA) premier biennial exhibition - The Wild Awards
2010. His bronze sculpture "Clouded Leopard" won
the Silver Medal! He also won the Silver Medal. in
2006…...Check the web site if you get a chance, they
have some really amazing artists.
http://www.wildlifeartsociety.com/
Bronze CLOUDED LEPARD by Roger Hjorleifson
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Doug Moran 2010 Demonstration Portrait Painting Sessions
The four portrait painting demonstrations held in conjunction
with the 2010 Doug Moran National Portrait Prize Finalists’
Exhibition built on the success of previous years. This year saw a
total of fourteen different artists display their talents in oil,
charcoal, pastel, acrylic, pencil and conté. The event gave about
250 people over the four days the unique opportunity to witness
so much artistic diversity in such a genial atmosphere. Despite
the effort needed to bring it all about the event proved to be
financially rewarding as it was largely responsible for making this
year’s Doug Moran better than break even. The sitters have all
made their choices from the works produced: for the record
Minister John Hill chose Coralie Armstrong’s oil portrait; Barbara
Hardy chose Trevor Newman’s charcoal rendering;
James Raggatt selected John Lacey’s oil portrait and
Samela Harris chose Robin Ely's oil portrait.
My sincere thanks to all the helpers and assistants, to the sitters
and the artists and of course to the viewing art lovers.
Gerhard Ritter

Doug Moran National
Portrait Prize Finalists’ Exhibition

RSASA Gallery 19 Sept – 17 Oct 2010

Portrait Painting Demonstrations from Life were held on Wednesdays during the Exhibition. It proved to be a fabulous
opportunity for artists and the public to witness some of South Australia’s top portraitists at work. (Sixteen artists
Painting and four mystery sitters). The artists painting were: Penny Dowie, the inaugural winner of the Doug Moran
Portrait Prize; Robin Eley, runner up in 2010 and Annette Bezor, finalist 2010. Coralie Armstrong, Mike Barr. Bluey
Byrne, Zoe Kirkwood, Peter Murphy, Trevor Newman, Glen Kestell, John Lacey, Gerhard Ritter, Cathi Steer
Lidiia Vykliuk, Gary Lee-Gaston, Greg O’Leary.
The cost to public was only $12 each day, Members/concession $10, Students $8 this include entry to the exhibition.
If you missed the exhibition and the artists at work you truly missed an opportunity offered by your Society. Thanks must
go to the organising committee and the artists who gave their time and expertise.
Your RSASA Board meeting in the Gallery
after the works for the Doug Moran had
arrived. After the meeting the unpacking
began. There by Grace of……………………..

DOUG MORAN PRIZE 2010
TWO EVENTS IN ONE
PORTRAIT PRIZE and PHOTOGRAPHIC
FOREWORD
Presented by the NSW State Library these
prizes show the winners and finalists in two
high-profile portraiture and photography
competitions. The Library has had a long
standing association with the Moran family.
With the Moran Contemporary Photographic
Prize, the Moran Prizes are now a very important part of the Australian arts calendar each year.
The Moran Prizes show the wide diversity of Australians at work and play both in the portraits and photographs shown.
In the photographic works on display , the standard ranged from the
professionals to enthusiastic beginners of school age. With encouragement some of the younger entrants will go on to become the
exciting and passionate photographers of our future.
Regina Sutton, NSW State Librarian & Chief Executive said; “The
Moran Prize portraits provides a fascinating counterpoint to the
portraits in the Library's own magnificent collections. Portraits can
illuminate moments in history by shedding a different light on people and events”.
AA number of RSASAS members were represented in the exhibition
this year
Demonstrations were popular.
A credit to all the members involved in the running of the Prize in SA
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ARTIST PROFILE:
Krystyna Teresa Andrecki was born in Tanzania,

Spectrum 7 in the Bethany Schoolhouse
Gallery and she exhibited in Bethany and
Beyond with Spectrum 7 at the Bethany
East Africa to Polish parents. They migrated to Fremantle, Schoolhouse Gallery on the 30 March to 6
Western Australia in 1950, then moving to South Australia April 1977
in the early 1960's.
Was the co-ordinator of gallery sitters for the RSASA for
Krys studied as a Secretary but her main interest was in
two years and organised the Cultural Concert to celebrate
the Arts!
the 140"' Anniversary of the RSASA.
While living in the South East of South Australia in the
Exhibited over 30 years of painting at: Millicent Civic
1970's she completed a 3 year correspondence course
Centre, The Advertiser Art Exhibitions, Rotary and Kiwanis
with the S.A. College of External Studies, Currie Street, Ad- Exhibitions, The Old Church Gallery, Glen Osmond Road,
elaide, in pen and pencil sketching. With enthusiasm she Hughes Gallery, Fullarton Road, Dom M. Kopernika Sociehad also received 3 years tuition (part time) with artist
ty, Dom Polski Centre, RSASA exhibitions, over 20 Polish
teacher Dodo Reid at Robe S.A. This was followed by an
festivals, 5 charitable exhibitions for the Heart Foundation,
expressive painting course with Dr. Jolly Koh. In the 1980's all Australian-Polish Arts Society Exhibitions and at the exshe studied at the Currie Street, College Adelaide. Her
hibition in the South West Community Centre, to celebrate
teachers were Arthur Phillips, TAFE at Camden and Gary
the 150 years of Poles in South Australia. Axis Gallery,
Gaston at North Adelaide. During the 1990s Krys furthered Parks Community S.A. Migrant Women Artists "Standing
her art studies at Life Drawing at the Jacko Studio,
Tall” Exhibition — Pepper Street, Arts Centre, South West
Adelaide in Silk Painting with Di Teasdale from Hahndorf.
Community Centre to celebrate 150 years of Poles in S.A.
She also learnt under Lecturer – Peter Bok at the BAPeA, — plus the R.S.A.S.P Exhibitions.
Art School, Brompton S.A in the 90s. Very busy times.
Hobbies include painting. Ballroom dancing, music, outAt Summer School in 2003 she gained a Certificate in
back travel, cooking, naturopathy, working with people,
Expressive painting with Chelsea Lehmann and Daryl
particularly the aged, and grandchildren.
Austin at the Adelaide Central School of Art, Norwood S.A.
“Art to me is seeing not only with the eyes but the heart,
The same year Krys gained Associate level with the Royal
like a spiritual journey of progress and experiences in the
S.A. Society of Arts.
In the period 2007/8 Krys attended Life Drawing with Pe- fullest sense, be it in the expression of textures, colours,
atmosphere, energy, or the subject is, the significance of
ter Bok. Other Courses were for a Floristry Certificate - at
life!”
the Bernice Bittner Studio of Floral Art in1992. Also a St.
John Home Nursing Certificate, Port Adelaide S.A the same
Subjects and medium — Enjoys painting in oils and acrylic,
year..
using mainly the Palette knife, creating from the mind or
Krys has organised over 20 exhibitions, at the Dozynkin
memory expressive style work, symbolic and other subjects
Polish Harvest Festivals, two Pol-Art exhibition and SPK
50th Anniversary Exhibition at Dom Polski Centre, Adelaide also, concentrating on texture, colours, atmosphere and
mood. Paints with a preference for the Australian bush and
as well as other combined exhibitions. She also gained
Fellowship with the RSASA, where she has been an exhibit- flora, particularly the desert and the unique Australian
coastline. Also has a special love of creating abstract
ing member for 12 years.
designs on silks.
Krys enjoys painting in oils and acrylics, using mainly the
palette knife, creating an expressive style of work that con- Works can be found in private homes in Australia and at
centrates on texture, colours, atmosphere and mood. Her the Polish Consulate, Poland.
Community work spans over 33 years as an active
work can be found in private homes in Australia, Poland
member of five different Polish organizations. Spent severand England and at the Polish Consulate in Poland.
al years with the Ethnic Communities Council in Adelaide
“Art to me is seeing not only with the eyes but the heart,
like a spiritual journey of progress and experiences in the S.A. and was the chairperson of the Polish Hill River
Church Museum, Clare Valley for four years, also plus two
fullest sense, be it in the expression of textures, colours,
years as a volunteer. Is also a committee member with the
atmosphere, energy, -whatever the subject is, the signifiRoyal S.A. Society of Arts.
cance of life!”
In the 1990s received the Port Adelaide Central Mission
Volunteer Award for Aged Care Services. Received the Gold
MEMBERS EXHIBITIONS
Krystina Andrecki was responsible for the props production Cross from Poland as recognition for Community Services
in 1999. Was awarded the S.A. Multicultural Award for
and helped paint a I 2x I I m backdrop and I 4x5 m stage
Community Services in 2000. In 2001, International Year
furnishings for a production at the Scott Theatre in
of Volunteers received a Certificate of Recognition from the
September 1996. She also curated the exhibition and
exhibited paintings at the Dozynki Festival. Claire Bockner Royal S.A. Society of Arts.
held an exhibition The Long Division and Some Additions,
photographic images about the division and integration of
mind, body and spirit with Lewis Caroll's Alice and lyengar
Yoga as the main reference points on the journey, at the
Centre for Contemporary Photography, Fitzroy, Melbourne
from 29 November to 15 December 1996. Krysta de Bue
exhibited paintings at the Dozynki Festival. Paul Griscti
exhibited in Along the Trail, a mixed media exhibition by

“MY PREFERRED TECHNIQUE OF PAINTING IS USING A
PALETTE KNIFE, BY APPLYING STRAIGHT ONTO THE CANVAS SHAPING THE SUBJECT MATTER WITH THE KNIFE,
USING THE FLAT OR THE EDGE.
SHADES AND LIGHTS ARE ADDED LATER USING A BRUSH”.
With this article like the next on Mike McKeenan, it is hard to believe that
we have people so committed to life and their art in our Society.
We really have to tip our lids to them, INCREDABLE!
ed
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ARTIST PROFILE:
Mike McMeekan: born Durban, South Africa.

Mike has had a close relationship with Australia since
1974 when travelling here on a surfing odyssey. That
same year his family immigrated to Australia. Mike
returned to South Africa mid-1976 for studies and
reconnect with the evolving political/arts climate there.
He returned to Australia for long periods in1980,1992
and1998, then settling in Adelaide with his wife and
children. They remained, becoming citizens in 2000.
Mike has been involved with surfing for more than thirty
years, including nine as designer of ZigZag Surfing
Magazine. He also canoed and ran numerous
marathons and weekend races, including the
ultra-marathons: ‘Duzi’ (canoeing: 3 days) and the
‘Comrades’ (92 Kilometres running). Since living in
Australia he has hiked the hills and gorges about
Adelaide, Kangaroo Island, the Fleurieu and Eyre
Peninsula’s, Flinders Ranges, in Northern Queensland’s tropical rainforests as well as Tasmania’s temperate ones. Mike climbed the ‘Frenchman’s Cap’ and
solo rafted the Collins/Franklin Rivers. He cycled the
‘Mawson Trail’ from the Flinders ranges to Adelaide and
has spent much time in Australia’s outback painting and
documenting the landscape. As a result he has written
two books featuring paintings, sketches and prints plus
a travelogue documenting his experiences and is in the
process of completing a third.
Mike began his arts career In South Africa as a graphic
designer. He later studied fine-art part-time with the
University of South Africa. In 1982 he turned to fine arts
full time, to complete undergraduate and two post graduate qualifications; then taking his Honours (with an Emma
Smith Scholarship) at Durban’s Institute of
Technology (DIT) and later a Masters Degree (MAFA) at the
University of Natal. He also studied Philosophy, English
literature, Classical Culture and Counselling with the University of South Africa (UNISA) and since living in Australia,
a Bachelor of Education (Art & Philosophy) at Tabor Adelaide. Mike is currently researching for a PhD in Education
with Flinders University . During the period of his first post
graduate study he began a curatorial position with the NSA
Gallery continuing in this role, (whilst ‘piggy-backing’ a 6
month stint as Art Master @ Amanzimtoti High School)
then accepting a tenured lecturing position at his Alma
Mater from 1989 to1998. He served in many
administrative positions included elected ones on: the
Durban Institute of Technology’s Academic Board; was a
founder member of the Executive Board of the States
Visual Arts Forum; a delegate to the Masisukume Art
Conference; served on the Acquisitions Board of the State
Gallery and was a founding member of the States Culture
and Tourism Art Council. Also nominated for the position of
Dean of the Art/Design Campus at which he lectured. As
the elected President of one of South Africa’s oldest &
largest arts organisations, the ‘KwaZulu Natal Society of
Arts’ (KZNSA) for the constitutional maximum of three
terms, Mike was the visionary and subsequent project coordinator behind the construction of what was to become
the largest privately funded contemporary art establishment in South Africa; a complex comprising of restaurant
(indoor/outdoor), gift shops, workshops and four galleries.
As an artist and photographer he has been a merit
award winner and finalist in some of South Africa’s

biggest national touring shows, and represented South
Africa on the ‘LIFETIMES: Contemporary Art from
Southern Africa’, in Munich Germany. He has won
regional and national awards for his work, has exhibited
and been collected on three continents and has been
interviewed for numerous articles ranging from art and
culture to op-ed pieces including being voted by the
Sunday Tribunes art critic as “Arts personality of 1996”
for his part in the establishment of the KZNSA Arts
complex, the same year in which he was awarded a
page in the Maquis “Who’s Who of World Art and
Culture”. He and his work also featured in a ten-page
spread in the June 2001 edition of Australian Artist.
Since settling in Australia he has lectured at the
Adelaide School of Art, co-hosted a radio program
entitled “Artful thinking”, been an artist-in-residence at a
number of Adelaide schools (Prince Alfred, Pilgrim) and
completed a 5 week artist-in-residence program in Port
Douglas. His exhibition schedule since 1998 has been
busy and includes a number of interstate shows, one of
the more significant being: chosen as one of three to
represent Australia from a field of 11,567 artists from 99
countries to join 147 other artists on the Osaka Triennial
(Nov – Jan 2002) where fellow Australian Immant Tillers
won the silver medal.
He was the ‘South Australian Living Artist’ (SALA)
for Greenhill Galleries during 2001, and again for
the
Adelaide Central Galleries in Norwood during SALA
2002. During 2003 he held solo shows at Greenhill
Galleries ‘Celebration of an Australia Sumer’
(26thJanuary – 19th February) which was opened by the
SA premier Mike Rann, as well as a show in August
‘Fragments III’ and the National Wine Centre in Adelaide. He has had two shows in Sydney and
during 2004 he was a finalist in the Sir John Sulman
exhibition at the Gallery of NSW and has exhibited in
numerous group shows including the Needham Art
Prize, Greenhill Gallery’s ‘Selected Artists’ and a
collaborative exhibition entitled ‘Flinders Eight’ at
Gallery M in the Marion Cultural Centre’s new gallery.
His first Melbourne solo show ‘Fragments IV’ was held
at the WhiteHill Gallery during October/November 2004.
During 2005/6 he was an ARTS SA mentor to a young
artist on the Eyre Peninsular a collaboration which has
resulted in three exhibitions thus far. He is currently
teaching on a part time basis while preparing for his
tenth solo exhibition.

Mike McMeekan: This last
image is from a personal sketch
book and records my father on
his death bed in hospital during
1992. I thought it captured both
his past strength as well as the
wasting and weakness that had
overtaken him in older age and
works as a homage to a great
dad .
However, no one knew that
soon after this sketch was made
that he would die.
Title: Homage to dad
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NEGOTIATING BOUNDRIES - HELEN STACEY.
Reflections on land and spirituality

Stacey finds spiritual inspiration in the landscapes where
she lives around the Murray mouth. She has been concerned about environmental degradation for years and
seeks a vernacular in her paintings and mixed media
works that evokes the power and lament of the Meningie
environment that is sacred to the Ngarrindjeri people.
Several of these works, entitled Negotiating histories, are
produced in collaboration with Ngarrindjeri Elder Ellen Trevorrow, who adds her rush weaving skills to Stacey's mixed
media.
Her formal and conceptual starting point is a large, rusty
farm gate she has displayed in installation form.
It provides a basis of a number of works in smaller formats
and as the basis for calligraphic forms that move along a
continuum towards abstraction.
Condensed from part of Helen’s introduction to “Negotiating Boundries”, Much of Stacey's paintings are textural and similar the
Printed for her exhibition at Murray Bridge Regional Art Gallery. Oct 2010.
Lawrence Daws' early landscapes in their capacity to
simulate dryness. The Worrenji Station series fuses this
approach with Van Gogh's swirling interpretation of night
skies.
While revising this essay it is spring. The end of a long
drought. The water was returning to the Lake Alexandria
and Coorong; the land appears once again fertile; crops
were high. A spirits of optimism, tempered with concern
for the future existed.
In summer however the country became different . The
land rests in summer, the Lakes and Coorong, is surrounded by dry grass, dark alluvial soils, outcrops of
limestone, and you see flattened horizons; is appears
lifeless and sometimes dark; forbidding.
As an artist Helen Stacey finds this a time when the
bare-bones of the country can be seen, when 'presence'
is most felt. This is the setting in which the theme of
'negotiating boundaries' is explored.

Independent Weekly, 'Lifting the local landscape,
Adam Dutkiewicz, Adelaide, July. 2007
On the way home from Victoria I was able to call in and have a look at Helen and
Ellen Trevorrow’s exhibition at the Murray Bridge Regional Gallery. I found it an
exciting exhibition with a reasonable amount of interest placed on the emotion of
our cultures and the land we inhabit. Very well created with a lesson for us all. ed

In the early 1990s when Helen researched the Aboriginal history of
Mt. Barker she read the Electricity and Water Supply's Environmental
Impact Statement made when a controversial communications tower was to be erected on the summit.
This submission described the summit as a place of great spiritual
significance for the Peromangk / Ngorrindjeri in their beliefs of their
connections to the spirit world and its link to Kangaroo Island.

On a new journey together:
Helen Stacey, conceived in consultation with Ellen Trevorrow
Acrylic on canvas, 1400 x 1000mm

top. The phone rings
and its another buyer or
Like most of us our Art and activities take up a lot of our
time and space. I had the privilege of staying with a friend a charity looking for a
who is an art dealer in Victoria and came home amazed by fund raiser exhibition.
How much if the
the amount of work that truly is involved. Hundreds of
paintings not framed:
paintings hang and lean against the walls. Art books take
is it real or a print? The
up every shelf and space. Art doesn't invade the kitchen,
glass of red of a night
bathroom or toilet but as a guest you have to climb into
looks better all the time.
bed over the wife (mine that is), because the other three
A moment to think.
sides are packed with paintings. The lounge (Illustrated),
now the office, has few paintings on the wall; you can’t get A wealthy farmer wants a valuation for insurance. A local
wants an investment piece. An artist rings to say it wasn’t
there to hang them. Attendance to weekly and monthly
her work he had purchased she’d never be bought that
Auctions, coffee and lunch with other dealers, all involve
long trips. Looking for the right paintings and the bargain; cheaply. Then there is the art future levy, he’s just been
informed he’s the first to buy a painting with the levy.
a known famous artist; it’s all in the days work. Sales on
the internet involve hours of burning the midnight oil, often Plus the other costs of Auction 25% on your purchase.
Who’d sell art? Who’d research and deal into the weeee
to 2 am. to catch the world market. (You can sleep in
though). I wonder if Nolan or Blackman ever thought they’d hours? I would and I’d put up with the mess and my wife’s
frustration just to enjoy the few moments of owning
be stacked with the Smiths and Jones and others. All
another artists fine work. Wouldn’t you?
ed
together all equal with no distinction of who should be on
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ART DEALING IS A FULL TIME JOB ………..

PIP COMPORT has a second book of LINO PRINTS, “Printed by hand”.
A book of Social Comment and things we see but often don’t look at. Often just a fleeting glimpse
in the corner of an eye. Pip’s book leads to us feeling that maybe we should smell the flowers
more. Everyone will choose their favourite works and have a laugh at the humour and titles.
Pip comments about, “JOURNEY'S END”, “Edvard Munch was haunted by some aspects of life and
death and produced the well known painting "The Scream". After many visits to institutions caring
for the old and infirmed, I have my own vision of entering the areas with encoded locks to see a
room with a TV blaring away and surrounded by
a silent group of women, all asleep. Their bodies
maintained with loving care by the medical
world, but their minds are far away. Outside, it is
a beautiful sunny morning with the magpies competing in song. The contrast between the two world is almost painful”. Copies of Pip Comports
book Printed by Hand can be ordered through your RSASA.

PS "Journeys End" is very real at 88! But not bad if you retain your marbles.

BELIEVE ITOR NOT
Recently I was at an exhibition in rural Victoria when the artist was approached by a bearded gentleman in pull up
boots, jeans and flannel shirt, to buy a painting by that artist. The man in the flannel shirt really liked the work and
wanted it now. It then came to how much for the painting. It was agreed to be $ 685 and the purchaser then asked will
you take osmiridium or gold. Taken back a bit the artist asked what is Osmiridium. The man then went out to his car
and bought in a box. Out came the scales. Shiny silver osmiridium $ 300 per gram or
gold $1380 per oz. The artist thought for a few minutes and indicated he’d take the
gold as he’d too easily loose two and a bit grams of the very heavy osmiridium.
The nuggets were weighed with a little bit extra for the exchange rate variations;
hands shaken and the painting walked out the door. To prove the exchange here is
the photo of the three alluvial gold nuggets that paid for the paining…………….Now beat
that one.

WHAT NO LETTERS TO THE EDITOR THIS
MONTH. NO QUESTIONS, NO REPLIES.
ALL’S WELL, MUST BE NEAR CHRISTMAS
GOODWILL TO ALL ..HAVE A GREAT BREAK ed
PRATICAL ART

YOUR SUBS for 2011
Friends: $20
Member: $50
Associates: $75
Fellow: $100
Student: $15
GIVE AN ARTIST FRIEND A PRESENT
JOIN THEM UP IN OUR RSASA

WELCOME THESE NEW MEMBERS

Helen Bailey (M), Trevor Newman (M), Kristina Grant
(M), John Palmer (M), Colin Woods (Friend), Helen
Woods (M), Peter Noble (M), Neil Griffin (M), Angela
Bakony (M), Aileen Books (M), Uta Mooney (M), Dr
Donald Burrow (M), Robin Eley (M), Andris Jansen
(M), & welcome back to David Dridan 9Fellow)
NEXT KALORI YOUR INFORMATION HAS TO BE
IN BY 10th FEBRUARY 2011

WORK FOR SUBMISSION TO THE RSASA 2010 SKETCH BOOK WILL BE FINALISED AT THE END
THIS MONTH. IF YOU WANT WORK IN OR HAVEN’T SUBMITED A CV OR THE REASON FOR THE
WORKS BEING, PLEASE GET IT IN NOW TO EITHER
THE EDITOR KALORI or BEV BILLS c/o the RSASA.
ADRESS CAN BE FOUND ON THE FRONT COVER OF THIS KALORI.
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RSASA Friday Morning Outdoor Painting Group 9.00am – 12 noon
Nov 19, 26 Dec 3
Semaphore Jetty
Dec 10,17, 24 On 17 Dec bring a plate of food to share
Morialta Conservation Park
Morialta Falls Rd.
Outdoor Painting has proved to be very popular during 2010 with new painters joining the
group. The programme for 2011 is not yet finalized.
For more information contact:
Pat Wyllie 8364 6036 or Coralie Armstrong 8389 2373

Southern Portrait Group
Meets Wednesdays 7.00pm at Port Noarlunga Art Centre
Gawler St. Port Noarlunga.
Cost $20 for first session and $10 there after
Contact: Beryl Stutchbury 8322 2902
Hubbe Court Life Drawing Group
Meets Thursdays 7 – 10 pm
Hubbe Court Art & Craft Workshop
Hubbe Court Burnside
Cost $7 per session
Contact: Noel Gardem 8355 6163
RSASA Gallery Exhibitions: 2010/11
Water Colour Paintings by Robert J W Landt FRSASA
21 Nov—5 Dec, Opening: Sun 21 Nov by Bev Bills, FRSASA, RSASA Vice President
Members Summer Exhibition + Art Market -$150 or under-(unframed works)- titled,
labeled & clear cellophane wrapped—Separate Art Market form to be completed in Gallery
Exhibition dates: 12 Dec—9 Jan 2011, Opening Sun 12 Dec by Vikki Waller, (RSASA
Pres)
Bring a plate and spread the Christmas cheer, for it is almost the end of the year.
Delivery of artworks: Tuesday 7 Dec 11—4pm—RSASA Gallery
You are allowed to submit up to two 2D works (over 1.5m wide it is considered as two ) & three
3D works. 2D Artworks are to be ready to hang with “D” rings, no wet paint or messy edges.
Exhibitors are also expected to sit the gallery at least once during the exhibition. Also have you
paid your “subs”, due end of November, as only financial members are permitted to exhibit artworks.
A Survey Exhibition: Ludwig Dutkiewcz (1921 - 2008) 16 Jan—6 Feb 2011
Curated by Adam Dutkiewicz
MEMBERS FRINGE (Autumn) Exh 13 Feb— 20 March, 2011
Adelaide Cup 2011 “Up & Running” at RSASA Gallery, with official launch on Sun 6th
March
An exhibition in conjunction with the SAJC’s, so giddy up, crack the whip and set the paints,
threads, camera, clay, carving tools, prime the canvas, thread the machine, get clicking or
clacking and hoof it up….the race is “up & running”.
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